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Introduction

National Security Multi-Mission Vessel
The new training ship, National Security Multi-Mission Vessel (NSMV) bring new
challenges as this collection will be mostly born digital. In collaboration with ship
builders, ship designers, and the Admiral efforts are already being made to
document this historic effort.

Sites of memory are permanent spaces or temporary art installations that evoke
powerful thoughts, commentary, and memories in visitors. These site depict a
specific time and space in the site’s history. However, these sites rely on archival
collections for evidence to create the story and setting.
Archival collections, unlike traditional sites of memory, go beyond a singular period
and instead show the entire life. In the case of maritime history, ship’s go through
many owners, name changes, and purposes. Maritime historians do well to keep
track of these changes and the archival documentation reflects these transitions as
well.
However, unlike many sites of memory, ships are dismantled or reconstructed to a
singular point in its lifetime. When a site is gone, archival collections become the site
of memory.

Collection of charts taken off ESVI
by graduate students for a capstone
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Brief History of Maritime College

Without promoting, the Admiral created his own documentation list and hosted
ongoing meetings with the Library Director and Archivist in best ways to collect
and preserve the documents. By utilizing the Library’s OneDrive account, the
Admiral can actively add documentation concerning the ship. Websites from the
designer's company are captured using the Internet Archive Wayback Machine.
And blueprints given to the Admiral during meetings are directly donated to the
archives.
The Empire State VI is not quickly forgotten in these meetings. The ESVI arrived
on campus in 1990 with a ceremony well documented in the archives. Using
correspondence, photographs, and ceremony pamphlets, planning for the arrival
of NSMV has already started.

SUNY Maritime College was founded in 1874 as New York Nautical School to
train young men for the United States Merchant Marines. The first school of its
kind, students lived and trained on ships.
Training Ships since been integral to Maritime College. The college acquires
retired or obsolete Navy vessels to reuse as training ships. Typically, Maritime
College is the last home for these vessels before they are dismantled. For
example, the current training ship was built in 1960 and acquired by Maritime
College in 1990.

Training Ship Archival Collections
Archival records from Training Ships are created by students,
faculty, and the administration. These records range from
acquiring the ship, Plan of the Day, photographs, and
correspondence. While the training ships are forever gone, the
collections replace physical space with physical records.

Blue Nose Ceremony, 2012-05-31, Box: 1, Folder: 2. Stephen B.
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Collection, Maritime Digital
Collections, Stephen B. Luce
Library.

While all Training Ships have archival collections, the entire life of
the ship is not captured. For example, the original owners and
purpose of the ships are only briefly mentioned in correspondence,
repair and conversion information sheets, and others that are
pieced together to build the full story.
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Empire State VI Collection
For our current Training Ship, Empire State VI, the records have a 10-year gap between 2012 and today, not
including photographs from 2017. For over 3 decades of cadets have sailed on ESVI. They created logbooks,
written correspondence, taken photos, and more.

History and Specifications of the
U.S.S. St. Mary's, 1853 – 1952.

However, many of these records are either on the ship, in faculty offices, or still with students. Maritime
College is full of other ship objects on campus grounds and in the museum.
The Empire State VI is on her last Summer Sea Term cruises. The need to actively collect and preserve ESVI
is greater than ever. With a new training ship expected Winter 2023, objects and memories of ESVI will
disappear along with the ship.

Like many ship archival collections, records, photos, and ephemera
are created and collected by sailors and officers. For our Training
Ships, the cadets, ship crew, ship faculty, and college administrators
are the creators and collectors.

Screenshot of shared OneDrive
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Promoting active collecting at campus events to alumni, students, and faculty focusing on preserving the
memory, will help in this endeavor. Looking at other Training Ship records, Ship Librarians aided in saving
documents and hosting Photo Contests for cadets. Repeating these methods along with others should fill in
the 10-year gap.

Brochures of Commissioning Ceremony,
1990-05-05, Box: 1, Folder: 3. Stephen
B. Luce Library.

Collections Used
1. St. Mary’s Schoolship Records, 1853-1958, CA-RG1-0001, Stephen B.
Luce Library, SUNY Maritime College.
2. Empire State VI Records, 1990-2012, CA-RG1-0009, Stephen B. Luce
Library, SUNY Maritime College.
3. Empire State VI Photographs, CA-RG1-0007, digital collection, Stephen
B. Luce Library, SUNY Maritime College.
4. Unprocessed, NSMV Archive digital collection, Stephen B. Luce Library,
SUNY Maritime College.
Background image: St. Mary’s Schoolship from St. Mary's, 1874 - 1908, Box:
20; Box: 21; Box: 30 (Oversize). Stephen B. Luce Library.

